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Accumulating evidence from human genetic studies has suggested several functional
candidate genes that might contribute to susceptibility to schizophrenia, including AKT1
and neuregulin 1 (NRG1). Recent findings also revealed that NRG1 stimulates the PI3-
kinase/AKT signaling pathway, which might be involved in the functional outcomes of some
schizophrenic patients. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of Akt1-deficiency
and Nrg1-deficiency alone or in combination in the regulation of behavioral phenotypes,
cognition, and social functions using genetically modified mice as a model. Male Akt1+/−,
Nrg1+/−, and double mutant mice were bred and compared with their wild-type (WT)
littermate controls. In Experiment 1, general physical examination revealed that all mutant
mice displayed a normal profile of body weight during development and a normal brain
activity with microPET scan. In Experiment 2, no significant genotypic differences were
found in our basic behavioral phenotyping, including locomotion, anxiety-like behavior, and
sensorimotor gating function. However, both Nrg1+/− and double mutant mice exhibited
impaired episodic-like memory. Double mutant mice also had impaired sociability. In
Experiment 3, a synergistic epistasis between Akt1 and Nrg1 was further confirmed in
double mutant mice in that they had impaired social interaction compared to the other 3
groups, especially encountering with a novel male or an ovariectomized female. Double
mutant and Nrg1+/− mice also emitted fewer female urine-induced ultrasonic vocalization
calls. Collectively, our results indicate that double deficiency of Akt1 and Nrg1 can result in
the impairment of social cognitive functions, which might be pertinent to the pathogenesis
of schizophrenia-related social cognition.

Keywords: Akt1 mutant mice, neuregulin 1 (Nrg1) mutant mice, epistatic effect, schizophrenia, behavioral
phenotyping, social interaction and communication

INTRODUCTION
Schizophrenia is a costly and devastating mental disorder that
afflicts approximately 1 percent of the worldwide popula-
tion. Clinically, schizophrenia is mainly characterized by posi-
tive symptoms, including delusions and hallucinations, negative
symptoms, such as blunted emotions, anhedonia, and social iso-
lation, and cognitive deficits, such as the impairment of executive
function, attention, and working memory. Schizophrenia is a dev-
astating mental illness with a strong genetic predisposition. Accu-
mulating evidence emerging from human genetic studies suggests
several positional candidate loci and functional candidate genes.
Although the etiology of schizophrenia remains largely unclear,
the influence of a genetic predisposition is of critical importance
for the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. Among these candidate
genes, neuregulin 1 (NRG1) and AKT1 (PKBα) appear to be

promising and worth further investigation based upon human
genetic studies, review articles, and genome-wide meta-analyses
(Harrison and Weinberger, 2005; Schwab and Wildenauer, 2009;
Kvajo et al., 2010; Emamian, 2012). NRG1 was initially implicated
in schizophrenia by a study in an Icelandic sample (Stefansson
et al., 2002), and association analyses across 8p21-22 revealed
highly significant associations. NRG1, a trophic factor of neureg-
ulin family, is a ligand and a receptor for epidermal growth factor-
life receptor (ErbB) 1–4 and NRG1 has a transmembrane (TM)
domain that is a critical motif for forward and reverse signaling
cascade (Bao et al., 2003; Falls, 2003; Mei and Xiong, 2008).
Numerous roles for NRG1 in central nervous system development
and function have been identified (Falls, 2003; Harrison and
Law, 2006), but the precise functions of NRG1 signaling in the
pathogenesis of schizophrenia remains unclear.
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AKT1, a serine/threonine kinase of the AKT family, is involved
in multiple biological processes. Evidence for AKT1 as a suscep-
tibility gene for schizophrenia was reported in Caucasian families
of European descent originally and subsequently in several other
populations (Emamian et al., 2004; Norton et al., 2006; Schwab
and Wildenauer, 2009). Studies of the postmortem brains of
schizophrenic patients (Emamian et al., 2004; Zhao et al., 2006),
Akt1-deficient mice (Lai et al., 2006; Chen and Lai, 2011; Chen
et al., 2012, 2014), and functional neuroimaging in humans
(Tan et al., 2008) support the idea that genetic variations in
AKT1 or its protein have epistatic effects on the regulation of
dopamine-dependent functions and antipsychotic effects. The
biological functions of AKT1 and the mechanism by which
it contributes to a susceptibility to schizophrenia need further
investigation.

Interestingly, AKT1 is one of the downstream kinases of the
NRG1 signaling pathway (Downward, 1998; Marmor et al., 2004).
Recent findings indicated that NRG1 acts through ErbB2/4 in
a paracrine fashion to stimulate the PI3-kinase/AKT signaling
pathway (Keri et al., 2009a). An in vitro study also indicated
that NRG1 signaling is associated with schizophrenia via the
PI3K/AKT-dependent pathway (Kanakry et al., 2007). In a dis-
cordant monozygotic twins study, the twin with schizophre-
nia also displayed lower NRG1-stimulated AKT phosphorylation
(Seres et al., 2010). A reduction of sensory gating function and
decrease of NRG1-stimulated AKT phosphorylation were also
reported in non-treated, first-episode schizophrenic patients (Keri
et al., 2010). In non-clinical individuals, decreased habituation
of arousal, NRG1-stimulated AKT phosphorylation, and anxiety
were found to be related to delusional ideation (Keri et al.,
2009a,b), suggesting a potential gene-gene interaction in the
pathogenesis of some schizophrenic symptoms.

In addition, cognitive impairment, especially deficits in social
cognition, is a core feature of schizophrenia that strongly
influences the quality of life and function of people with this
illness (Elvevåg and Goldberg, 2000; Green, 2006). Accumu-
lating evidence indicated that AKT1 and NRG1 were involved
in social functions of schizophrenia. For example, NRG1
rs221533 SNP was associated with premorbid social function-
ing and personality development in teenagers (Walshe et al.,
2012). Nrg1 mutant mice displayed enhancement of aggressive
behaviors and impairments in social recognition (O’Tuathaigh
et al., 2007, 2008; Pei et al., 2014). A reduction of phospho-
AKT levels in the ventral tegmental area was also reported
in mice with chronic social defeat (Krishnan et al., 2008).
The roles of AKT1 and NRG1, either alone or their inter-
action, through which they might contribute to a suscepti-
bility to social function in schizophrenia are worth further
investigation.

In complement to human genetic studies, animal studies of
a gene unequivocally implicated by human genetics are neces-
sary to identify functional consequence or mechanism. Mouse
models play an indispensable role in the discovery of poten-
tial drugs/treatments and provide a feasible approach to eluci-
date causal relationships between genes and related symptoms
(Arguello and Gogos, 2006; Lai et al., 2014). Notably, it is often
insufficient to use just one mouse behavioral task because each

task assesses different aspects of behavioral function and fulfills
different aspects of the validity criteria (Lai et al., 2014). As a
first step, a set of three experiments was conducted in this study
to characterize the effect of Akt1+/−, Nrg1+/−, and double defi-
ciency on behavioral phenotypes and cognitive/social functions
in mice, compared to their WT littermate controls. In Experi-
ment 1, the general physical development, protein expression and
basic brain activity were measured in these mice. In Experiment
2.1, basic behavioral phenotypes were evaluated in these mice.
Cognitive and social functions were examined in Experiment
2.2. Based on the findings in Experiments 1 and 2, social inter-
action and social communication were further investigated in
Experiment 3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
ANIMALS
All mice, Akt1 heterozygous (Akt1+/−) mice, Nrg1 heterozygous
(Nrg1+/−), Akt1-Nrg1 double heterozygous (double mutant)
mice, and their wild-type (WT) littermates used in this study were
produced by Akt1+/− and Nrg1+/− breeding pairs of both sexes in
a C57BL/6 genetic background (backcrossed over 10 generations).
Conventional Akt1 and Nrg1 transmembrane-domain single and
double mutant mice were used and genotyped as described pre-
viously (Cho et al., 2001; Pei et al., 2014). The Akt1 mutant
mice were originally created by truncation of the coding exons
4–8 and used as an experimental tool to mimic the reduction of
AKT1 protein in some patients with schizophrenia (Cho et al.,
2001; Emamian et al., 2004; Lai et al., 2006). The Nrg1 mutant
mice were generated by truncation of transmembrane-domain of
Nrg1 gene to mimic a NRG1 deficiency in some schizophrenic
patients (Stefansson et al., 2002; Pei et al., 2014). Both mutant
mice were validated as a genetic mouse model of schizophrenia
(Lai et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2014; Pei et al., 2014). After weaning
on postnatal day (PD) 30, mice were housed in groups of 3–5 mice
per cage in individually ventilated polysulfone cages (Alternative
design Inc., U.S.A.) within the animal rooms of the Psychology
Department of National Taiwan University. Food and water were
available ad libitum. All behavioral tests were conducted in male
mice on PD 67–97, and all mice were individually housed 7 days
before testing. All behavioral experiments were conducted in
the dark phase. Minimal numbers of mice were used to meet
the 3R reduction principle of animal use. All animal procedures
were performed according to protocols approved by the Insti-
tutional Animal Care and Use Committees of National Taiwan
University. Adequate measures were taken to minimize potential
pain and discomfort that the mice used in this study may have
experienced.

EXPERIMENT 1: EXAMINATION OF GROWTH DEVELOPMENT, PROTEIN
EXPRESSIONS, AND BRAIN ACTIVITY
Three cohorts of male mice were used in this experiment. Body
weights for the 4 groups (n = 10/group) were measured on PD 30,
60, and 197 and used as an index for growth development. The
expression levels of Akt1 and Nrg1 proteins in the cerebral cortex
of adult mice (n = 5/group, the second cohort) were measured
using Western blot with Akt1 (1:2000; Cell Signaling Technol-
ogy, Inc., Danvers, MA, USA), Gapdh (1:5000; Cell Signaling
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Technology), and Nrg1 (1:1000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Inc., CA, USA) antibodies. Immune complexes were shown
using appropriate peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies
(Cell Signaling Technology). Bound antibody was detected using
an enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) kit (Millipore, Taipei,
Taiwan) and densitometric analysis was performed using ImageJ
software.1

Basic brain activity was measured in the third cohort of
mice (n = 4/group) using micro PET-CT scans (eXplore Vista
DR, GE Healthcare) with 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) in the
Department of Nuclear Medicine of National Taiwan University
Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan. The procedure and details of micro
PET-CT scan were described previously (Ono et al., 2012; Chen
et al., 2014). Briefly, each mouse was fasted for 15–18 h before
scanning. During each scan, each subject was intraperitoneally
administered 0.1 ml of FDG with an activity of 500 µCi and
waited in its home cage within a sound reduced chamber for
30-min of FDG uptake. Following the uptake, each mouse was
lightly anesthetized using 2–3% isoflurane and scanned for 1 h.
A 6-min CT scan was conducted right after the end of 1 h
PET scan to co-register the PET images with the CT images.
The normalized standardized uptake values (SUV) that obtained
from the target region of interest (ROI) of the mesolimbic-
prefrontal loop (including the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
and striatum) and cerebellum (reference point) were used as an
index for basic brain activity. The normalized SUV were obtained
and calculated after each scan using the following formula:
SUV target ROI (FDG)/SUVcerebellum (FDG).

EXPERIMENT 2.1: EVALUATION OF BASIC BEHAVIORAL PHENOTYPES
OF AKT1-NRG1 SINGLE AND DOUBLE MUTANT MICE
The Experiment 2 consisted of Experiment 2.1 for basic behav-
ioral phenotypes and Experiment 2.2 for cognitive and social
functions. Basic behavioral phenotyping included open field task
(for spontaneously locomotion activity), elevated plus maze task
(for anxious behavior), and pre-pulse inhibition task (for sen-
sorimotor function). For cognitive and social functions, object
recognition task (for episodic-like memory), social preference
and social recognition task, and delayed non-matching to sam-
ple task (DNMS; for working memory) were performed. Two
cohorts of mice were used in this experiment. All behavioral
tasks, except the DNMS task, were conducted in the first
cohort (n = 10/group). Mice in the first cohort was sequen-
tially tested with the open field task, elevated plus maze,
episodic-like memory task, social preference and social recog-
nition task, and pre-pulse inhibition with at least a 24-h
interval between different tasks. The general principle of the
arrangement is to avoid a more stressful task prior to a less
stressful one and to minimize carryover effects. Due to food
deprivation and long training period, DNMS task was per-
formed in the second cohort of mice (n = 10/group). The
details of behavioral tasks have been described elsewhere (Dere
et al., 2005; Koike et al., 2006) or in our previous studies
(Lai et al., 2006, 2014; Chen and Lai, 2011; Juan et al., 2014; Pei
et al., 2014).

1http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

For basic behavioral phenotyping, open field task was used
to assess the spontaneously locomotion activity. The mice were
placed in a Plexiglas cage (37.5 × 21.5 × 18 cm) for 30 min
observation. And the traveled distance of each mouse was
recorded by EthoVision tracking system (Noldus Information
Technology, the Netherlands). The elevated plus maze was used
to assess the instinctively anxious behavior of novel context. The
maze was elevated 50 cm from the floor and was consisted of two
open arms (each 50 cm long× 10 cm wide), two closed arms with
45 cm high walls but no roof (each 50 cm long × 10 cm wide),
and a square-shaped central platform (10 × 10 cm). Each mouse
was placed in the central platform and faced toward one of the
closed arm for 5 min observation. The time spent on each part
of the maze was recorded by EthoVision tracking system (Noldus
Information Technology, the Netherlands). Pre-pulse inhibition
task was used as an index of sensorimotor gating function using
SR-LAB startle apparatus (San Diego Instruments, San Diego, CA,
USA). Under a 68 dB background noise, each session composed
of 5 min accumulation period followed by 64 trials in four blocks.
The pulse alone (PA) trial is a 40 ms, 120 dB white noise burst.
In the pre-pulse (pp) + pulse trials, a 20 ms white noise pre-
pulse stimuli of 72 dB (pp6), 78 dB (pp10), 86 dB (pp18) was
presented 100 ms before a 40 ms 120 dB pulse. The non-stimulus
(NS) trials presented the back ground noise only. The initial and
the last blocks compose of six PA trials respectively. Two middle
blocks consisted of PA, pp + pulse, and NS trials. These trials were
presented pseudo-randomly and separated by inter-trial interval
of 15 s on average (varying between 10 to 20 s). The percentage
of pre-pulse inhibition was evaluated by the following formula:
%PPI = 100 × [(PA score)−(pp-P score)]/(PA score), where the
PA score was the average of the PA value in the middle blocks. The
details of the testing procedure were described previously (Chen
and Lai, 2011).

EXPERIMENT 2.2: EVALUATION OF COGNITIVE AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
OF AKT1-NRG1 SINGLE AND DOUBLE MUTANT MICE
Three behavioral tasks were performed to evaluate cognitive and
social functions in these mice, including episodic-like memory
task, social preference and social recognition task, and DNMS.
To simultaneously assess “what”, “where”, and “when” memory, a
mouse version of episodic-like memory task was used as described
previously (Dere et al., 2005). The protocol of this task was
composed of habituation, sample A session, sample B session,
and testing session. Each session was separated by 20 min inter-
session interval. In the habituation session, the mice were placed
in a Plexiglas chamber (18 cm × 18 cm × 18 cm) for 5 min. In
the sample A session, mice were placed in the same chamber with
four copies of a novel object A (i.e., a yellow airplane shape Lego
toy) arranged in a triangle-shaped spatial configuration in the
chamber for 3 min. As described previously (Dere et al., 2005),
each of the 4 objects was placed in the center of the northern
corner (NC), southern corner (SC), south-west corner (SW),
and south-east corner (SE) of the chamber, respectively. In the
sample B session, four copies of a novel object B (i.e., 10 ml glass
beaker) were used to replace sample object As. The sample object
Bs were placed in the center of the north-west corner (NW),
north-east corner (NE), SW, and SE corners) of the chamber,
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respectively. Each mouse was allowed to explore the objects and
chamber for 3 min. In the testing session, 2 copies of object
A (“old familiar” objects placed in the NE and SW corners)
and 2 copies of object B (“recent familiar” objects placed in the
NW and SE corners) were used and each mouse was allowed
to explore for another 3 min. The exploratory time of each
object in each session was videotaped and analyzed using TopScan
software (Clever Sys Inc., Reston, VA, USA). The “what”, “when”
and “where” memory indexes were represented by the following
formulas: what index = [Object A exploratory time/(Object A
exploratory time + Object B exploratory time)] × 100; when
index = [Stationary object A exploratory time/(Stationary object
A exploratory time + 1/2 Object B exploratory time)] × 100;
where index = [Displaced object A exploratory time/(Displaced
object A exploratory time + Stationary object A exploratory
time)]× 100.

To assess social behaviors, a modified version of three-chamber
social preference and social recognition task was used as described
previously (Pei et al., 2014). The task contained three sessions,
the habituation, sociability, and social recognition sessions which
were separated by 5 min inter-session intervals. In the habituation
session, each mouse was placed in a Plexiglas chamber (37.5 cm×
21.5 cm× 18 cm) with two transparent plastic cylinder containers
(6 cm diameter × 15 cm height) at the right and left quarter of
the chamber for a 10-min habituation. In the sociability session,
stranger #1 (an age and size matched (weight 27–33 g) novel
WT male mouse) was placed into one of the cylinders and
the other cylinder remained empty. The subject was allowed to
explore the chamber for 5 min. The total sniffing time toward
both cylinders was recorded and analyzed using TopScan software
(Clever Sys Inc., Reston, VA, USA). The sniffing behavior was
defined as the snout or the front portions of the mouse head
directly touching the cylinder containers. In the social recognition
session, the behavioral procedures remained the same as the
sociability session, except that a second stranger (stranger #2,
another age and size matched novel WT male mouse) was placed
in the empty cylinder during the testing. The sociability index and
social recognition index were evaluated by the following formulas:
Sociability (%) = (Sniffing time toward Stranger #1/Total sniffing
time) × 100; Social recognition (%) = (Sniffing time toward
Stranger #2/Total sniffing time)× 100.

To assess working memory in these mice, a white acrylic
T-shaped maze was used to conduct the DNMS task. Prior to
the experiment, mice were food-restricted to 80–85% of their
original weight. The body weight was maintained through the
test period. Small pieces of food pellets were placed at two
ends of the T-maze as a reward. After 2 days of habituation to
the T-maze (10 min/day), 2 days of forced alternation (10 ses-
sions/day) in the T-maze with the blocked opposite arm were
conducted. In the training phase, a mouse was placed in the
T-maze, forced turn to one arm, and the food reward at the
terminal was consumed. After a 5-s delay, the mouse was placed
in the T-maze again; to receive the food reward, the mouse was
required to turn to the opposite side. When a mouse exhibited
an accuracy rate >70% for three consecutive days, the testing
phase was started. If not, the training phase was prolonged until
the mouse fulfilled the required criteria. In the testing phase,

there were 12 sessions per day and the delayed time was set to
be 5, 15, and 30 s pseudorandomly. The accuracy in each delay
condition was calculated as described previously (Koike et al.,
2006).

EXPERIMENT 3: EXAMINATION OF SOCIAL INTERACTION AND SOCIAL
COMMUNICATION
Based on the findings of Experiment 2.2, social function was
further examined in this experiment with another cohort of
mice (n = 10/group). To determine social interaction and social
communication in these mice, each mouse was further tested in
one direct male-female encounter and a series of three indirect
social encounters. The sniffing time and the number of ultra-
sonic vocalization (USV) calls were used as our indexes for social
interaction and social communication. In the direct encounter,
each mouse was exposed to an estrous female mouse for 5 min
in a novel cage, and the time spent in anogenital sniffing was
recorded by a stopwatch. This encounter also served as a prior
experience to facilitate USV calls later as described previously
(Roullet et al., 2011). The 3-day indirect social encounter took
place 7 days after the direct male-female encounter. On each
testing day, each mouse sequentially encountered with another
male, an ovariectomized (OVX) female, and fresh estrous female
mouse urine (15 µl) in a plastic cage (25.4 × 25.4 × 40.6 cm)
with a Styrofoam lid on the top for soundproofing. The novel
male and OVX female were restrained in a meshed metal bas-
ket and placed in the center of the testing cage to prevent
direct physical contact. The fresh female urine from an estrous
female was harvested on each testing day as described previously
(Roullet et al., 2011). During each test, each mouse had a 5-
min clean trial and a 5-min social trial separated by a 5-min
inter-trial interval. The total sniffing time was recorded by an
experienced observer using a stopwatch. The sniffing behavior
was defined as the snout or the front paws directly touching
the meshed metal basket. For social communication, the USV
emitted during each testing time was automatically recorded
and analyzed using Avisoft Ultrasound Recording System and
Avisoft-SASLab Pro software (Avisoft Bioacoustics, Berlin, Ger-
many). A fast Fourier transform was conducted (512 fast Fourier
transform length, 100% frame, Hamming window and 50%
time window overlap). The frequency resolution was 488 Hz,
time resolution was 1 ms, and cut-off frequency was 20 kHz as
descripted previously (Scattoni et al., 2011). The acoustic syllable
in the 30–110 kHz, 65–85 dB, 30–200 ms duration with pitch
change (5 3 kHz) was considered as an USV call (Holy and
Guo, 2005; Scattoni et al., 2011).The calls were initially auto-
detected using Avisoft-SASLab Pro software and further manually
checked. As a first step to investigate genotypic difference in
USV calls, we simply measured total number of USV calls in
Experiment 3.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All data were normally distributed (normality test, data not
shown), and the data were initially analyzed by two-way ANOVA
for gene-gene interaction and main effect of each gene. Post hoc
analysis was performed with Fisher’s LSD test when F values
reached significant difference. And two-tailed t-test was used for
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FIGURE 1 | General features of wild-type (WT), Akt1+/−, Nrg1+/−,
and double mutant mice in Experiment 1. (A) Physical growth at
postnatal day (PD) 30, 60, and 197. (B) Expression of Akt1 protein
levels in the cerebral cortices of the 4 groups of mice. A ∼30–40%
reduction of Akt1 protein was found in both Akt1+/− and double
mutant mice. (C) The expression of Nrg1 protein level in the
cerebral cortices of the 4 groups of mice. A ∼40–45% reduction of
Nrg1 protein was found in both Nrg1+/− and double mutant mice.

(D) Representative PET-CT fusion images of coronal slices of the 4
groups of mice using microPET with 18F - FDG. The medial prefrontal
cortices (mPFC, Bregma 1.96 mm) are highlighted in blue rectangles,
and the striatums (Bregma 0.5 mm) are highlighted in red polygons.
(E) The normalized and averaged standardized uptake values (SUV) in
the brain regions of interest (ROI, including the mPFC and striatum)
among the 4 groups. The ratio was calculated as
SUVtargetROI(FDG)/SUVcerebellum(FDG). *p < 0.05.

the social behaviors. Statistical analysis was performed by SPSS18.
Alpha was set at 0.05 and adjusted p values < 0.05 were considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS
EXPERIMENT 1: EXAMINATION OF GENERAL FEATURES
As depicted in Figure 1A, no significant genotypic difference
was found in body weight on PD 30 (interaction: F(1,56) = 0.02,
p = 0.93; Akt1 main effect: F(1,56) = 2.34, p = 0.13; Nrg1 main

effect: F(1,56) = 0.37, p = 0.54), PD 60 (interaction: F(1,56) = 2.16,
p = 0.15; Akt1 main effect: F(1,56) = 3.23, p = 0.78; Nrg1 main
effect: F(1,56) = 0.72, p = 0.40), and PD 197 (interaction: F(1,56)

= 0.36, p = 0.55; Akt1 main effect: F(1,56) = 1.07, p = 0.31; Nrg1
main effect: F(1,56) = 1.60, p = 0.21) indicating normal growth
and development. As shown in Figure 1B, a significant gene
dose effect of Akt1 expression was found across the 4 groups as
expected (interaction: F(1,16) = 0.24, p = 0.63; Akt1 main effect:
F(1,16) = 25.10, p < 0.05; post hoc comparison all p < 0.05). An
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expected result was also found in Nrg1 expression as depicted
in Figure 1C (interaction: F(1,16) = 0.93, p = 0.35; Nrg1 main
effect: F(1,16) = 16.84, p < 0.05; post hoc comparison all p <

0.05). Representative PET scan images are shown in Figure 1D
and PET scan images revealed no genotypic interaction in the
mPFC (F(1,12) = 0.21, p = 0.66) and striatum (F(1,12) = 0.16,
p = 0.70). But a significant main effect of Akt1 was found
in the striatum (F(1,12) = 11.00, p < 0.05). As depicted in
Figure 1E, both Akt1-deficient mice and double mutant mice
had less striatal glucose uptake compared to their WT controls
(post hoc comparison p < 0.05), indicating less brain activity in
the striatum. No significant difference was found between these
two groups.

EXPERIMENT 2.1: BASIC BEHAVIORAL PHENOTYPING
As indicated in Table 1 (top half), our basic behavioral pheno-
typing revealed that there were no significant genotypic interac-
tion and main effects in locomotor activity (interaction: F(1,36)

= 2.98, p = 0.09; Akt1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.01, p = 0.92;
Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.52, p = 0.48), and anxiety-like
behavior (interaction: F(1,36) = 0.29, p = 0.59; Akt1 main effect:
F(1,36) = 0.75, p = 0.39; Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.13,
p = 0.72) and sensorimotor gating function at PP6 (interac-
tion: F(1,36) = 0.77, p = 0.39; Akt1 main effect: F(1,36) = 4.25,
p = 0.06; Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.41, p = 0.52), PP10
(interaction: F(1,36) = 2.02, p = 0.16; Akt1 main effect: F(1,36)

= 0.99, p = 0.33; Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36) = 1.55, p = 0.22)
and PP18 (interaction: F(1,36) = 1.12, p = 0.30; Akt1 main

effect: F(1,36) = 0.52, p = 0.48; Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.13,
p = 0.72).

EXPERIMENT 2.2: EVALUATION OF COGNITIVE AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
As indicated in Table 1 (bottom half), in the episodic-like mem-
ory task, no significant genotypic interaction and main effects
were found in the “what” memory (interaction: F(1,36) = 0.02,
p = 0.88; Akt1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.60, p = 0.44; Nrg1 main
effect: F(1,36) = 3.33, p = 0.08), and “when” memory (interaction:
F(1,36) = 0.10, p = 0.76; Akt1 main effect: F(1,36) = 1.13, p = 0.30;
Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.01, p = 0.94). However, there is a main
effect of Nrg1 genotype in “where” memory (interaction: F(1,36)

= 0.24, p = 0.63; Akt1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.15, p = 0.70; Nrg1
main effect: F(1,36) = 8.64, p < 0.05); Nrg1+/− and double mutant
mice showed significantly lower ability to discriminate the spatial
trace compared to Akt1+/− and wild type groups (post hoc all p <

0.05).
In the sociability test, no genotypic interaction was found

(F(1,36) = 3.84, p = 0.58) but there were significant main effects on
Akt1 genotype (F(1,36) = 7.33, p < 0.05) and Nrg1 genotype (F(1,36)

= 9.93, p < 0.05). As shown in Figure 2A, WT, Akt1+/−, and
Nrg1+/− mice spent significantly more time on sniffing Stranger
1 compared to the empty cylinder (t(9) = 11.09, p < 0.05; t(9) =
9.10, p < 0.05; t(9) = 8.42, p < 0.05, respectively). A trend but
not significant difference was found in double mutant mice (t(9)

= 2.25, p = 0.051). In the social recognition test, no genotypic
interaction was found (F(1,36) = 3.89, p = 0.06) but there were
significant main effects on Akt1 genotype (F(1,36) = 6.42, p < 0.05)

Table 1 | A summary table of behavioral results (means ± SEM) for wild-type, Akt1+/−, Nrg1+/−, and double mutant mice (n = 10/group) in
Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 (except sociability and social recognition task).

Behavioral task Wild type Akt1+/− Nrg1+/− Double mutant

Open field
Travel distance (cm) 10332.40 ± 372.61 9516.88 ± 509.15 9882.61 ± 455.20 10612.40 ± 443.08
Elevated plus maze
Time spent in open arm (%) 20.56 ± 3.63 15.95 ± 3.58 17.61 ± 3.64 16.73 ± 2.08
Pre-pulse inhibition
PP6 (72 dB, %) 31.14 ± 4.14 50.03 ± 6.07 41.29 ± 6.47 48.60 ± 8.11
PP10 (78 dB, %) 39.17 ± 5.18 54.41 ± 5.24 55.93 ± 6.92 53.36 ± 6.47
PP18 (86 dB, %) 62.82 ± 4.13 73.66 ± 4.45 67.12 ± 8.24 65.05 ± 6.59
Working memory
Accuracy (delay period, %)
5 s 82.50 ± 1.95 83.33 ± 2.78 80.80 ± 3.74 83.34 ± 3.51
15 s 76.67 ± 3.8 71.67 ± 4.34 71.67 ± 4.16 74.17 ± 3.39
30 s 72.50 ± 3.74 72.50 ± 4.31 65.00 ± 4.44 65.01 ± 3.24
Episodic-like memory
Time of exploration (s)
What discrimination
(object A vs. object B) 71.45 ± 3.40 74.94 ± 4.95 65.16 ± 3.48 67.50 ± 2.89
When discrimination
(stationary A vs. object B/2) 58.58 ± 3.94 65.21 ± 5.73 60.43 ± 5.39 64.09 ± 4.06
Where discrimination
(displaced A vs. stationary A) 70.67 ± 2.99 66.25 ± 4.09 53.38 ± 6.73* 53.93 ± 5.52*

Two cohorts (4 groups, n = 10 each) of mice were used. All behavioral tasks, except delayed non-match to sample (DNMS) task, were conducted in the first cohort.

Mice in the first cohort was sequentially tested with the open field task, elevated plus maze, episodic-like memory task (i.e., what, when and where memories),

social preference and social recognition task, and pre-pulse inhibition with at least a 24-h interval between different tasks. The DNMS task was conducted in the

second cohort of mice due to food deprivation and long training period. * p < 0.05 compared to wild-type and Akt1+/− mice.
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FIGURE 2 | Total sniffing time (means ± SEM sec) of WT, Akt1+/−,
Nrg1+/−, and double mutant mice in the sociability and social
recognition task of Experiment 2.2. (A) In the 5-min sociability test, all
mice (except double mutant mice) displayed a significant social preference
toward the stimulus (i.e., stranger 1) mouse. (B) In the 5-min social
recognition test (5-min after the end of the sociability test), only WT mice
displayed a significant preference toward a novel (i.e., stranger 2) mouse.
*p < 0.05.

and Nrg1 genotype (F(1,36) = 5.65, p < 0.05). As shown in
Figure 2B, WT mice displayed a significant preference toward
a novel mouse (t(9) = −4.86, p < 0.05). In contrast, Akt1+/−,
Nrg1+/−, and double mutant mice did not show such preference
(all p > 0.05).

Also as indicated in Table 1, no significant genotypic inter-
action and main effects were found in the DNMS task at 5s
delay period (interaction: F(1,36) = 0.07, p = 0.78; Akt1 main
effect: F(1,36) = 0.29, p = 0.59; Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.07,
p = 0.78), 15s delay period (interaction: F(1,36) = 0.90, p = 0.35;
Akt1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.10, p = 0.75; Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36)

= 0.10, p = 0.75) and 30 s delay period (interaction: F(1,36) = 0.00,
p = 1.00; Akt1 main effect: F(1,36) = 0.00, p = 1.00; Nrg1 main
effect: F(1,36) = 3.58, p = 0.07), respectively.

EXPERIMENT 3: SOCIAL INTERACTION AND SOCIAL COMMUNICATION
For the anogenital sniffing time in the direct male-female
encounter, no significant genotypic interaction was found (F(1,36)

= 3.43, p = 0.07). But as depicted in Figure 3A, there was a main
effect on Nrg1 genotype (F(1,36) = 11.50, p < 0.05). In the indirect
social encounters, a genotypic interaction was found in the novel
male encounter (F(1,36) = 6.20, p < 0.05). As shown in Figure 3B,

statistical analysis further revealed significant simple main effects
of Akt1+/− at Nrg1+/− condition (F(1,36) = 14.91, p < 0.05)
and Nrg1+/− at Akt1+/− condition (F(1,36) = 19.14, p < 0.05),
indicating a significantly synergistic reduction of sniffing time in
the double mutant mice. In OVX female encounter, a genotypic
interaction was also found (F(1,36) = 16.67, p < 0.05). As shown
in Figure 3C, statistical analysis further revealed significant simple
main effects of Akt1+/− at Nrg1+/− condition (F(1,36) = 18.10, p
< 0.05) and of Nrg1+/− at Akt1+/− condition (F(1,36) = 16.94, p
< 0.05), indicating a significantly synergistic reduction of sniffing
time in the double mutant mice as well.

In the number of USV calls during the 3 indirect social
encounters, the presentation of a novel male did not increase total
number of calls and no significant difference among the 4 groups
was found (Figure 3D, interaction: F(1,36) = 2.30, p = 0.14; Akt1
main effect: F(1,36) = 1.71, p = 0.20; Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36) =
1.21, p = 0.28). The presentation of OVX females significantly
induced higher number of total USV calls, but no significant
genotypic interaction or main effects were found among the 4
groups (Figure 3E, interaction: F(1,36) = 2.05, p = 0.16; Akt1
main effect: F(1,36) = 0.00, p = 0.99; Nrg1 main effect: F(1,36)

= 1.07, p = 0.31). In contrast, the use of fresh estrous female
urine significantly increased the total number of USV calls. As
depicted in Figure 3F, there was a significant main effect of
Nrg1 genotype (F(1,36) = 6.89, p < 0.05) and Nrg1-deficient
mice emitted a fewer number of USV calls compared to WT
and Akt1+/− mice. Furthermore, it was reported that the 22-
and 55-kHz calls are two classic USV calls which reflect the
presence of the aversive motivational state and positively appet-
itive motivation in adult rats, respectively (Brudzynski, 2007).
We further analyzed our USV data and found that most of the
USV calls recorded in the 4 groups of mice in this experiment
are above 55 kHz. Only a few 22-kHz calls were identified in
our mice during their encounters with an OVX female and the
female mouse urine. Although the frequency range of USV calls
in male mice are between 30–110 kHz while they encounter
with female mice or female urinary pheromone, the functional
significance of different USV syllables are still unknown (Holy
and Guo, 2005). Thus, compared to positive and negative calls
in rats, the total number of USV calls can be used as an
index for social communication in our mice in the present
experiment.

DISCUSSION
In this study, Akt1-Nrg1 single and double mutant mice were
produced and used to characterize behavioral phenotypes and
cognitive/social functions of these mice. The amount of each
genotype produced from our breeding pairs appears to follow
Mendelian frequency in both sexes (data not shown), indicat-
ing that partial deficiency of these genes/proteins is not lethal.
In Experiment 1, we found that the general development and
brain activity in the mPFC of these mutant mice are similar
to their WT controls. The expression of Akt1/Nrg1 proteins
in the cerebral cortices of double mutant mice occurred in a
gene-dosage-dependent manner as reported previously in single
mutant mice (Chen et al., 2012; Pei et al., 2014). In Experiment
2, our behavioral phenotyping revealed that mutant mice have
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FIGURE 3 | Total sniffing time and number of calls (means ± SEM) of WT,
Akt1+/−, Nrg1+/−, and double mutant mice in the social interaction and
social communication task in Experiment 3. (A) The total anogenital
sniffing time during a 5-min direct encounter with an estrous female mouse.
(B,C) The total sniffing time during a 5-min non-stimulus baseline and a 5-min

indirect social encounter with another male or an ovariectomized (OVX)
female, respectively. (D,E,F) Total number of ultra-sonic vocalization (USV)
calls during a 5-min non-stimulus baseline and a 5-min indirect social
encounter with another male, an OVX female, and 15 µl of fresh female urine,
respectively. *p < 0.05.

a normal behavioral profile except for their episodic-like mem-
ory and social function (especially in double mutant mice). In
Experiment 3, a synergistic effect of Akt1 and Nrg1 was further
confirmed in double mutant mice in that they had impaired
social interaction compared to the other 3 groups. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine behavioral
consequence of Akt1 and Nrg1 double deficiency in mice, and
our data revealed a synergistic epistasis effect of these two genes,
especially in social interaction.

Either single or double deficiency of these two schizophrenia-
related candidate genes appeared to have no significant effect
on general behavioral functions and basic brain activity in the
mPFC. It was proposed that dopaminergic pathways play a
vital role in the dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia (Howes
and Kapur, 2009) and that the dysregulation of prefrontal-
temporolimbic cortical pathways might be involved in the

prevalence of schizophrenia-related pathology (Carlsson et al.,
2001; Laruelle et al., 2003). Our FDG-PET scan indicated that
the deficiency of either Akt1 or both genes might marginally
affect basic glucose metabolism in the mPFC and striatum,
two critical dopaminergic areas in the brain, at least at the
baseline level. In contrast, Nrg1 appears to have an indepen-
dent effect in this case. Our general behavioral phenotyping
revealed that the deficiency of either or both genes did not
result in impairment of basic behavioral functions, including
spontaneous locomotor activity, anxiety-like behavior, sensori-
motor gating function, and working memory. These findings
are consistent or similar with those behavioral phenotyping
findings in Akt1 homozygous mutant mice (Lai et al., 2006;
Chen and Lai, 2011) and two strains of Nrg1 TM-domain
mutant mice (O’Tuathaigh et al., 2007; Pei et al., 2014). In con-
trast, our Nrg1+/− and double mutant mice displayed impaired
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“where” memory in the episodic-like memory testing. Simi-
larly, healthy human subjects that carry NRG1 risk alleles at
rs35753505 were reported to display hyperactivation in the
episodic memory-related brain areas using fMRI (Krug et al.,
2010).

Importantly, a synergistic action of Akt1 and Nrg1 genes was
found in the social interaction of our double mutant mice. Pos-
itive epistasis is usually defined as the phenotype is higher than
expected and negative epistasis is defined as the phenotype is
lower than expected (Phillips, 2008; Lehner, 2011). In our study,
double mutant mice exhibited less social preference toward stim-
ulus males in the sociability test, suggesting a negative epistasis.
A negative epistatic interaction between Akt1 and Nrg1 on social
interaction was further confirmed in our double mutant mice,
especially during their indirect social encounters with a male
and an OVX female. One possible explanation for the negative
epistatic interaction between Akt1 and Nrg1 in our mutant mice
might be resulted from a potential hyperactivation of glycogen
synthase kinase-3 (GSK3, a key downstream kinase of Akt1). In
a similar vein, hyperactivation of GSK3 was reported in fragile
X mental retardation 1 knock-out mice which might contribute
to social recognition deficit and could be ameliorated by chronic
lithium (GSK3 inhibitor) treatment (Mines et al., 2010). Thus,
these studies support the importance of Nrg1-Akt1 signaling
pathway in sociability and social interaction and also suggest an
epistatic but functional redundancy role of Nrg1 and Akt1 in
the modulation of social functions. As indicated in the social
preference task of Experiment 2 and the male-male social inter-
action of Experiment 3, the deficiency of either gene in our mice
appeared to have less or no effect on their social preference,
suggesting a functional redundancy role of Nrg1 and Akt1 in
sociability. In contrast, we found that the deficiency of either
gene or both genes might affect their social recognition function
compared to their WT littermates, suggesting a necessary role
for Nrg1 and Akt1 in the social recognition. Furthermore, an
impairment of social recognition and reductions of hippocam-
pal GAD67 and parvalbumin expressions were also reported in
Nrg1+/− male mice (Pei et al., 2014), which is consistent with
our current behavioral finding and suggests the vulnerability of
hippocampal GABAergic system in these mutant mice. It should
be noted that a series of control experiments regarding normal
profiles of basic behavioral phenotypes was reported previously
in Akt1+/− or Akt1−/− mice (Lai et al., 2006; Chen and Lai,
2011; Chen et al., 2012, 2014) and in Nrg1+/− mice (Pei et al.,
2014), such as locomotor activity, anxiety-like behavior, olfac-
tory function, and sensorimotor gating function. Both Akt1+/−

and Nrg1+/− male mice also displayed preference toward the
higher concentration of sucrose solution (Chen et al., 2012;
Pei et al., 2014), indicating that they have normal preference
for sucrose and motivation for reward. Although we did not
examine biochemical alterations in the brains of these mice in
the present study, it is plausible that a lower level of Nrg1-
stimulated Akt phosphorylation and down regulation of PI3-
kinase/AKT signaling (or hyperactivation of GSK3) might play an
important role in these observed behavioral impairments, as has
been suggested in other studies (Keri et al., 2009a,b; Seres et al.,
2010).

Interestingly, our current findings in mutant mice can be
further compared with human imaging studies in which epistatic
interactions between AKT1 and NRG1 have been previously
investigated. For example, it was reported that healthy human
subjects that carry NRG1 risk alleles (rs10503929) and AKT1
risk alleles (rs2494734) displayed normal activity in the dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) using fMRI whereas the sub-
jects carry NRG1(rs10503929), ERBB4 (rs1026882) and AKT1
(rs2494734) displayed higher activity in DLPFC (Nicodemus
et al., 2010). This result is somewhat support by our mouse
data in the DNMS task for working memory. Besides, B lym-
phoblast of schizophrenic patients with COMT Val/Val and
NRG243177 T/T displayed poorer Nrg1-induced cell migration
and adhesion (Sei et al., 2007). And lower AKT1 phosphorylation
was found in COMT Met/Met carriers with AKT1 rs1130233
G/A risk allele (Sei et al., 2010). It is possible that the poorer
Nrg1-induced cell migration and adhesion in schizophrenic
patients might be resulted from AKT1 and NRG1 risk alleles.
Likewise, the impairment of sociability in our double mutant
mice could be caused by both AKT1 and NRG1 deficiencies
as reported in schizophrenic patients. It is of interest to fur-
ther investigate the relationship between social behaviors and
neural development in Akt1, Nrg1, and Akt1-Nrg1 mutant
mice.

Collectively, the use of double mutant mice provides a feasible
and complementary model to study epistasis effects of genes in
the pathogenesis of schizophrenia-related behavioral symptoms.
Our findings indicate that the deficiency of Akt1 and Nrg1 have
negative epistatic effect on the social functions, which is worth
further investigation.
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